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This school is centred on a major 
coordinated effort, GAIA, that will 
require a good deal of supporting 
observations from the ground.

You are expected to be involved in 
some of these large supporting 
programs.
However, in your career you may 
move to other fields in 
observational astronomy in which 
projects have smaller scale and are 
more self-contained. 
Both kinds are considered here

Scope of this talk



Accessing telescope time is a very 
competitive process
Projects need to be scientifically 
sound and technically feasible.
Getting observing time is important 
but it is not everything…
Going from the observations to the 
results is equally important. 

Observing is an end-to-end process



Two typical program sizes in astronomy
Small or normal programs are built around a concrete idea 

with a small, targeted set of questions 
Questions can be answered by dedicated observations 
with modest time investment
Self-contained, clearly defined observations, limited 
duration (one observing run)
Typically small groups led by Principal Investigator (PI), 
co-investigators (co-Is), combining expertise or sharing 
interest. 

In astronomy, most programs are still like that.

Program sizes



Large programs: a comprehensive approach to respond to 
a number of key questions in a broader field.
Involvement of a large team that combines 
complementary expertise.
Impact of results intended to influence other fields too. 
Long duration (several observing cycles) 
PhD theses normally resulting as a byproduct
Specific funding requested for them
Formal management structure in the project team, with 
a program management plan behind

GAIA-related programs fall in this category.

Program sizes



Many observatories offer variations of two modes:
Classical or Visitor: time allocated in advance on fixed dates
Service, queue or flexible: time allocated, but without dates 

fixed, executed by observatory staff

Observing modes



Classical or Visitor: observer travels to the observatory and 
is in charge of executing the program

Advantages:
You can make real-time decisions based on data just 
obtained
You may get access to unusual configurations or 
observing techniques
You see observatory operations happening, and get to 
know how observations are done
You get a trip for free; observing is fun!

Observing modes: Visitor



Classical or Visitor: observer travels to the observatory and 
is in charge of executing the program

Disadvantages:
You have to cope with the weather you get and any 
telescope or instrument malfunctions
Some of your targets may have to be observed far from 
the meridian, at low elevation
You waste observing time if you do something wrong
You have to travel to a remote place, and this has an 
overhead

Observing modes: Visitor



Service, queue or flexible: observations are fully pre-
specified, indicating the conditions (seeing, sky 
transparency, moon…) under which they must be done 
(caution: this is ESO’s, Gemini’s, and other observatories’ 
implementation; some observatories do it in other ways).
Advantages:

Observations always made under suitable conditions
You must fully think through your project in advance
Program execution priority matches science grade
Most execution mistakes caught and corrected in 
advance.
Well suited for observations needed at short notice 
(Target of Opportunity)

Observing modes: Service



Service, queue or flexible: observations are fully pre-
specified, indicating the conditions (seeing, sky 
transparency, moon…) under which they must be done 
(caution: this is ESO’s, Gemini’s, and other observatories’ 
implementation; some observatories do it in other ways).
Disadvantages:

You cannot make real-time decisions
If your project does not have not sufficiently high priority, 
it may not be completed or even started.
Limited exposure to the observatory, telescope, 
instrument and all you learn by ‘being there’.
Loss of immediateness: normally you are most 
motivated about your data while you are observing.

Observing modes: Service



The observatory issues a call for 
proposals, describing:

facilities and instruments 
available
types of programmes invited
who can apply, which special 
conditions may exist
etc..

Typically a set of tools is made 
available: object visibility, 
instrument simulators, exposure 
time calculators, etc

The observing campaign process



The observing campaign process
You write a proposal: 

describe the science background
what you propose to do
how you intend to do it
demonstrate your experience (or 
of your collaborators) in the field 
through publication record. 
demonstrate that previous 
allocations of time have resulted 
in publications (you are a 
productive user and help to the 
visibility of the observatory)



The observing campaign process
A time allocation committee evaluates the scientific value 
of your proposal and rates it with respect to others. 
The observatory assists by evaluating technical feasibility. 
Both aspects are separated (observatory doesn’t judge on 
scientific value, TAC doesn’t judge on technical aspects)
At the end, the allocation of time is communicated



The observing campaign process
When writing a proposal, don’t…

…try to overwhelm the time allocation committee: 
instead, explain
… assume that they are experts in your field –most 
probably they are not 
… assume that they know nothing in your field –some
actually may know a lot
… use buzzwords that overstate your goals, or fuzzy
words that will leave doubts on the value of the proposal
… write boring text –the referees may have to read over
100 proposals in few weeks!
… use confusing plots –they will irritate the referees who
have to invest time in trying to understand them
… wait until the last minute!



The observing campaign process
If project is allocated time, you must prepare the 
observations, closely supported by the observatory that can 
help you optimize our observations 

Plan what you will do, down to every detail you can
Learn about instrument and performance –don’t expect 
that the support staff of the observatory will teach you 
everything
Make sure you can calibrate the data! You don’t want to 
discover that you can’t when it is too late. 
Check with the experts: the observatory can help you 
before your observing run
Don’t expect that your support astronomer will pick up 
everything that may be wrong



The observing campaign process

You go observing, or your 
observations are executed in 
service mode.
You get the data. 

Always raw data
Depending on observatory or 
instrument you also get data 
with some level of processing 
(pipelines)

You and your team work on data reduction, data analysis.
You combine your results with other results (existing 
publications, previous campaigns, other wavelengths…)



The observing campaign process
You present your results: refereed publications, 
presentations at conferences, talks at institutes, preprint 
servers, press releases…



What can go wrong?

Many campaigns never give rise to a paper, even if they were 
completely executed under perfect conditions 

The program looked for something that may or may not be 
there, and if it is not there it is a no-result.
The feasibility proved not to work out (proposal was based 
on handwaving arguments, actual data don’t allow one to 
get the answer)
Optimism about the complexity of data processing 
(complex data reduction procedures, data volume too large 
to handle)



What can go wrong?

Many campaigns never give rise to a paper, even if they were 
completely executed under perfect conditions 

The team disbanded (many projects depend on students or 
postdocs who change jobs frequently as compared to the 
lifetime of an observing program)
The program was proposed in response to a deadline for 
proposals (deadline syndrome: there is a deadline – I have 
to do something about it!)
Loss of motivation (change of field, superseding results 
appeared in the meantime, project or results not so 
exciting…)



Observing programs as cases in 
project management

Project management is the art of getting things done… 
Some of its principles are very useful to make observing
programs useful:

Clearly spell out goals (project charter), choose your tools
Risk: overselling with too ambitious, unrealistic goals can 
undermine credibility

Identify stakeholders: Who will you need to get the work 
done? Which expertise? Who needs to be involved? 

Risk: having to commission work at short notice, exclusion of 
those who should be involved causes demotivation or 
resistance against the program.



Observing programs as cases in 
project management

Create a work breakdown 
structure with well defined 
assignments of tasks and 
manpower

Risk: tasks may fall between 
the cracks
Risk: lack of ownership of 
parts of the project
Risk: unclear responsibilities
Risk: unclear interfaces 



Observing programs as cases in 
project management

Ensure availability: ensure commitment, beware of small 
FTEs. 

Risk: involving overcommitted collaborators, or collaborators 
with a reputation of unreliability can delay the project. 
Risk: too small FTE allocation often means that the work 
never has high priority.

Establish milestones
Risk: all work gets done in the last minute or is delayed 
forever



Observing programs as cases in 
project management

Establish program flow (Gantt chart, block diagram). 
Risk: confusion on the status of different parts of the project



Observing programs as cases in 
project management

Establish the critical path, and monitor it
Risks: having to cope with delays that could have been 
anticipated



Observing programs as cases in 
project management

Time is critical: the drive of any project gets lost with time. 
Even more in astronomy, in which a hot topic today may 
become old fashioned next year.

Risk: lack of enthusiasm, motivation and priority, project 
fades away with no deliveries having been achieved.
Risk: resources (people, money) go away

Try and debug your tools as early as possible: set up 
procedures, use mock-up data or similar data obtained with 
similar facilities Don’t wait until the real data come.

Risk: debugging gets into the critical path and delays the 
whole project
Bugs in the tools may go unnoticed.



Observing programs as cases in 
project management

Establish deliverables (overall and per workpackage)
Risk: information needed by others working in the project 
may not have been produced, important pieces missing 
because nobody felt responsible.

Establish expected output: publication/dissemination plan
Risk: lack of focus in the analysis process, lack of impact on 
a potentially interested community.

Set priorities and alternatives: if the plan doesn’t work 
perfectly, compromises have to be made (an observing run 
may fail, a time allocation committee may decide to cut 
down the time, critical team members may leave…)

Risk: getting stuck, delaying the whole project



Observing programs as cases in 
project management

Plan team meetings: very useful in pushing work ahead. 
Try to make meetings effective (agenda; distribution of 
presentation handouts; taking of action items; taking of 
minutes). Have retreats if you can afford them.

Risk: overloading the program with meetings may leave little 
time available for real work.
Risk: Poor preparation of meetings causes lack of time and 
resistance on future occasions.

If your project is big enough, have it externally reviewed by 
independent experts.

Risk: Important, valuable external expertise may be lost to 
the project. 



Ensuring impact
Obvious: publish good papers!
Use other forms of 
disseminating your work: press 
releases, webpages, social 
media…



Ensuring impact

Don’t be greedy: share your data once your main results 
are published

Don’t require a formal collaboration to give away your data: 
you may not have the time, willingness or resources to 
embark in an unsolicited collaboration, and others doing the 
work for you should still give you credit. 
Make your data easy to use: most people reusing your data 
don’t have the knowledge/interest/time/need to understand 
every detail of what you did



Ensuring impact

Publish your data trough 
public archives: CDS, 
ESO archive facility, 
other archives.



At large, the art of observing campaigns is not just 
about getting observing time…

It requires you to sell your idea in an attractive 
package
It requires self-organization, planning, 
management skills
It requires that you get things done (yourself and 
others)
It requires producing and advertising your results 
to maximize impact (which will help you succeed 
in your career!)

…And all these skills are very useful in many other 
walks of life.
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